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Container

A container is a standard unit of software that packages up 
code and all its dependencies so the application runs 
quickly and reliably from one computing environment to 
another.

Eg. A Docker container image is a lightweight, standalone, 
executable package of software that includes everything 
needed to run an application: code, runtime, system tools, 
system libraries and settings.



Containers (OS level virtualisation) vs. Virtualisation (Full & Para)
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Virtualisation vs. “Containerisation”
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• A container may be only tens of megabytes in size
• A virtual machine with its own entire operating system may be 

several gigabytes in size.
• A single server can host far more containers than virtual 

machines.
• Virtual machines may take several minutes to boot up their 

operating systems and begin running the applications they host
• Containerized applications can be started almost instantly.

Virtualization vs. “Containerization”



Docker - Definition

● OS-Based Virtualization to deliver software packages called 
Containers

● These containers are mostly isolated between one another
● All the containers run using a single Kernel
● Each Container has resource and environment isolation, 

controlled using Cgroups and Namespaces provided by the 
Linux Kernel
○ The level of isolation can be controlled

● A docker is represented by a Dockerfile
● Each Container interacts with the Docker Engine, which in 

turn interacts with the OS
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Docker Containers

● Runnable instance of an application
● Each container has all the files and folders to be able to run 

the application
● Each container can be Run, Stopped, Moved or Deleted 

using the Docker Client
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Docker - Architecture
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Docker - Daemon

Executes system calls made by the Containers
Manages the Images, Containers, Networks and Volumes
A Daemon can communicate with other daemons (Swarm)



Docker - Docker Client

● Used to interact with the Docker Daemon
● CLI commands
● One client can connect to several daemons
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Docker Images

● A read-only template with instructions to build and run a 
Docker application

● An image is described in a Dockerfile
● Each instruction in the Dockerfile is a layer of the container
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Docker Volumes

● Mechanism to use and store persistent data for a Docker 
Container

● Area of a filesystem that is managed by the Docker Engine

https://docs.docker.com/storage/volumes/
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https://docs.docker.com/storage/volumes/


Docker Networks
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Container networking refers to the ability for containers to 
connect to and communicate with each other, or to non-Docker 
workloads.



Docker Commonly Commands List
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Docker Compose

● Tool used to define and run Docker Containers.

● Built with YAML, it allows to create and run one or several 
containers with only one command.

● It defines Services - A group of containers with a specific 
state. The Daemon tries to maintain that state.

● Also able to define Volumes, Networks, and Global Variables

● Can be used locally or in a Docker Swarm

● To test locally:
○ Docker-compose up -d
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Docker Compose 
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Docker Swarm - Definition

● A swarm consists of multiple Docker hosts which run 
in swarm mode (Managers, Workers or both)

● A Swarm allows:
○ To deploy applications without the need of additional 

orchestration software
○ Specialization handled at runtime
○ Automatic scaling by defining the number of tasks for 

each service
○ Load balancing. Can be internal or external load balancer.
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Docker Swarm - Definition

● Declarative service model: Docker Engine uses a declarative 
approach to let you define the desired state of the various services in 
your application stack. 

● Desired state reconciliation: The swarm manager node constantly 
monitors the cluster state and reconciles any differences between the 
actual state and your expressed desired state. 

● Service discovery: Swarm manager nodes assign each service in the 
swarm a unique DNS name and load balance running containers.

● Secure by default: Each node in the swarm enforces TLS mutual 
authentication and encryption to secure communications between 
itself and all other nodes. You have the option to use self-signed root 
certificates or certificates from a custom root CA

● Rolling updates: At rollout time you can apply service updates to 
nodes incrementally. The swarm manager lets you control the delay 
between service deployment to different sets of nodes. If anything 
goes wrong, you can roll back to a previous version of the service.
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Docker Swarm - Service

● To define the tasks on the nodes

● When you create a service, you specify which container 

image to use and which commands to execute inside running 

containers.

● In the replicated services model, the swarm manager 

distributes a specific number of replica tasks among the 

nodes based upon the scale you set in the desired state.

● For global services, the swarm runs one task for the service 

on every available node in the cluster.
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Swarm vs Standalone Containers

● With swarm services you can modify a service's configuration 
without the need to manually restart the service. 

● When Docker is running in swarm mode, you can still run 
standalone containers on any of the Docker hosts 
participating in the swarm, as well as swarm services.

● Only swarm managers can manage a swarm, while 
standalone containers can be started on any daemon.
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Docker Swarm Command List
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